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1. About Fantasy Arena
Metaverse
Fantasy Arena is a next-generation metaverse that is powered by
the BNB (Smart Chain) network.
Filled with endless entertainment options and unprecedented
opportunities to earn cryptocurrency with native tokenization, our
team has developed one of the world's most advanced and
sustainable metaverses.
Our goal is not simply to create a game but to disrupt the entire
crypto gaming market with a unique approach. Our metaverse is
created in Unity, and its economy was designed by leading DeFi
specialists aiming to create the most exciting, lucrative, and
sustainable ecosystem possible.

Set in a fantasy world, the Fantasy Arena Metaverse is filled with
amazing places that you can explore alone or with friends. The
metaverse is alive and always changing, with new locations being
added regularly. Everything from futuristic cities to remote tropical
islands, if you can imagine it, you can build it!
There’s always something to do in the Fantasy Arena Metaverse.
Need new equipment? Head over to the marketplace! Want to
meet new friends? Search for the nearest multiplayer event or
meet-up! Changing seasons, regular updates, and limited-time
events ensure gameplay never gets stale.
Each user is able to fully customize their avatar and equip unique
special abilities. You’ll also receive a profile where you can
showcase your achievements, rare cards, and owned lands within
the metaverse. Full Discord integration ensures you stay in
communication with your friends both inside and outside the
metaverse.

Zones and limits
We are counting with many users of the Fantasy Arena Metaverse,
so each zone will have designated advertisement area.
GENESIS - Public Launch Date - Q4 2022 (Early investors will
join sooner)
Because of the nature of the project, we distinguish many zones of
the Fantasy Arena Metaverse. The first zone is called Genesis,
located in a Fantasy Land with medieval architecture and its land is
purely limited to the owners of NFT playing cards / FASY token
holders and Genesis Land Owners. The inhabitants and visitors will
be able to visit casino, play in Arenas and also find very rare items or
sail and teleport to many other areas. It’s a prestigious place, and its
citizens will have access to every other zone of the metaverse.

Adventure land - Launch date Q4 2022 - Q1 2023
It’s a a special zone, where nobody can live, and every visitor will
have time limits to stay there. It is mainly used by gem hunters,
adventure seekers and to complete special missions. What you
find there belongs to you, but be careful because it is very risky to
stay there for too long.
Astro Land - Launch date - unknown
This zone is located in outer space of the metaverse and its
reachable only with a special vehicle - space rocket. As this land is
unknown, every player will have to discover it personally.
Future Arena - Launch date - Q3 2023
Futuristic city, with many shops, advanced vehicles, events like
concerts, art expositions all ran with AI avatars provided by 3rd
parties. Future Arena is available to everyone, expect meetings,
think tanks, mini games and global interaction. In this place you
can be whoever you want, and do whatever you want, there are no
limits. All transactions here are made with FAM token. Every
Landlord of GENESIS will get a free land in Future Arena and use
it as their second home.

2. Owning Lands
One thing that sets a functional metaverse apart from just a regular
game is player ownership. When you own a plot of land within the
Fantasy Arena metaverse, it’s yours to keep. Lands are fully
customizable by the owner and the owner makes the rules.
Besides being able to customize your lands, they come with a wide
array of economic benefits
Like Private scholarships, NFT rentals, and even the ability to sell
advertising space. Read below for more details on these.

Fair Land Distribution System
FANTASY ARENA - Chainlink Land Lottery System 1.0 It’s a
method to distribute lands in a far smart contract system based on
lottery tickets.
Ticket is emitted automatically when the token is bought.
50 USD equivalent of FASY will give a chance to win Small Land.
100 USD equivalent of FAM will give a chance to win Medium Land.
Additionally There is a possibility of buying a ticket of 200 in BUSD
will give a chance to win Large Land directly in in-metaverse casino
or our website.

3. Private Scholarchips
Landowners can freely lend their cards to other players, friends, or
to other players, friends, or family members.
That way, these players can play and earn.
These fully automated scholarship agreements allow the NFT
owner to set terms like length and percentage split between the
owner and player.

4. Rental of NFTs
Players who wish to play with powerful cards but do not wish to
invest themselves can rent them from players who own land.
Because these card rentals are fully-automated using smart
contracts, owners can earn for renting out their most valuable
cards without worrying about losing them.
Rented NFT’s cannot be used for staking.

5. Selling Advertising
Space
Each landowner can use their visibility to advertise whatever
he/she wishes, so long as it complies with the terms and conditions
of Fantasy Arena.
This space can also be sold.

Thanks to this solution, users will have the opportunity and ease of
advertising in large companies and websites where it is necessary
to sign an advertising contract or comply with the terms and
conditions that may be difficult for the owner. Fantasy Arena Ads
will oversee signing these terms and conditions, acting as an
intermediary between the advertiser and the user in such a way
that it does not pose any inconvenience or difficulty for this user. In
this way, advertising compliance by both parties to the contract
would be ensured.
The advertising contracted in Fantasy Arena Ads could be viewed
both in the metaverse plot and on the web, in the Fantasy Arena
Ads section.
To contract these services, you must send an email to
hello@fantasyarena.io
The owners of advertising parcels will be able to offer their parcel
as an advertising place ''billboard'' and charge for it, in which
advertisers will be able to advertise and make their services
known. Such advertising will be available within the metaverse on
the owner's plot.
We will also allow landowners to showcase their FA NFT
collection. They will have a display cabinet where all their NFTs
can be viewed by passersby.

6. Customization and
Business
Most metaverses are built as “walled gardens” for the creator to
create a monopoly inside.
We believe that is against the principles of DeFi and that’s why we
encourage other companies and business owners to create a
presence inside the Fantasy Arena Metaverse.
Want to open a store on your land to sell your digital or physical
products? Go for it! Land can also be rented for these purposes.

7. About Fantasy Arena
the Game
The gameplay of Fantasy Arena will satisfy all players, of all
gaming age groups (18-64). Based on our research, there is a
shortage of card games, especially in the new world of
cryptocurrencies.
We are here to challenge this market with our competitive
approach. Our game is made with Unity, and its economy was
designed and consulted with one of the best specialists in DeFi.
The game has different game modes like:
PvE (player vs environment) - pure play to earn mode.
PvP Arena (player vs player) - the winner will be rewarded with
tokens.
PvP Bet - The prizes for the winners are based on the prize pool
that each player brings in.

8. Game modes and
Ranking
Fantasy Arena comes with 3 game modes:
• PvE (Adventure)
• PvP Arena
• PvP Bet
Every mode with rewards for playing.
PvE (Adventure):
This mode consists of a series of level battles where you must
walk and explore the metaverse to complete the missions and
battles, the player must pass each battle with a minimum score to
unlock the next battle and advance in the adventure.
PvE battles consist of player versus machine battles. Players can
do PvE battles with a minimum of 3 cards and a maximum of 4
cards, the AL opponent will always have a team of 4 cards.
The player starts each battle with a total of 4/10 energy to use the
abilities of each card, and each round the player receives 2
energy.
Each card has its basic attacks and 2 special abilities. Basic
attacks will spend 1 energy, and special abilities use 2 energy.

Each successful battle will be rewarded with FASY tokens, the
reward increasing as the difficulty level increases in Adventure
mode.
Every 10 levels of the adventure mode, there will be a battle
against a BOSS where defeating it will be a x2 number of rewards.
This mode, additionally, will have initiation missions to fully
understand the metaverse and the mechanics of the game.
PvP Arena:
In Fantasy Arena you will find the famous Battle Arena, where you
will have another way to generate rewards. You must go to the
Arena Colosseum to be able to participate in the PVP.
The PvP battles will be held between two players from all over the
world, battles 1 against 1. Each player will have to play with 4
cards and with their winning strategy. In PvP mode, each player
will start the battle with 4/10 Energy and will receive 2 more Energy
each round. Each card's basic attacks will use 1 energy, and each
card's special abilities will use 2 energy. In PvP mode, each player
will start the battle with 4/10 energy and receive 2 more energy
each round. The basic attacks of each card will use 1 energy, and
the special abilities of each card will use 2 energy.
PvP mode offers players 15 chances per day to earn FASY tokens.

Winning an Arena battle rewards the winner with Tokens, if the
player loses the battle, they will lose one of the 15 daily
opportunities to win FASY in Arena. Every day at midnight, the 15
chances to win are regenerated (they are not cumulative).
Once all the opportunities for the day have been spent, no worry,
there is still a lot of fun and FASY Tokens to be won! Any
additional PvP Arena battles played after the first 15 will still count
towards the season rankings, with great FASY prizes for the top
spots.
Each victory in PvP Arena will give the player +15 rank points. The
more rank the player has, the higher the rewards obtained in each
victory. We may decide to adjust the rank points based on
opponents’ skill level as the player base increases.
The 3 vs 3 PvP mode is in development, where PvP battles will be
held with a great strategy between 3 players vs 3 players, each
player will have to choose 2 cards forming a team of 6 cards. They
will be 6-card versus 6-card battles. Each player must understand
the strategy of the team, in this way Fantasy Arena will enter the ESports with the modes 1 vs 1 and 3 vs 3.

Bet PvP:
In this mode, both players bet FAM or FASY and the winner of the
battle wins the pot. Additionally, the Fantasy Arena metaverse will
have its own betting shop where players can bet on upcoming
battles of the weekly event.

Ranking:
You can visit the Hall of Fame to check the Ranking, in which
depending on the score obtained in PvP, the players will get a
place in the ranking.
There are rewards received in FASY for ranked players. The
ranking will be as follows:
TOP 1
TOP 2
TOP 3
TOP 4 to 10
TOP 11 to 100
TOP 101 to 500
TOP 501 to 1000
The higher the TOP, the higher the ranking rewards per season.

Daily quests:
Every 24 hours, players will have daily quests to complete. When
they are completed, the player will be rewarded with FASY tokens.
Play 20 PvE battles
Get 150 points in PvE
Win 10 PvP battles
New missions are implemented in the metaverse.

9. Types of characters
In Fantasy Arena you have different types of characters:
Magic:
The Magic use spells to weaken their opponents and deal massive
long-range damage. They make a difference at the end of every
battle.
Warrior:
The Warrior attack their enemies from any distance. They are very
strong and skilled. Focused on dealing a lot of damage, but they
are very slow.
Tank:
The Tank have great defense, but their attack is low. These heroes
are the most difficult to defeat in direct battles, due to their
survivability.
Support:
The Support fight close to their allies, they are there to help others.
Their main objective is to interrupt the enemy in team fights and
provide bonuses to friendly heroes.
You will have to combine these 4 types of characters to create
your own combat strategy and become the king of Fantasy Arena.
Each character has their basic attack + 2 special abilities.
Additionally, you will have to create your own custom avatar to
explore our metaverse

The characters are also distinguished by rarities: Common, Rare,
Epic, Legendary, Special and Mythic.
Here we can see some examples of type of legendary characters
Edition 1.

Magic

Warrior

Tank

Support

10. Character rarity types
Fantasy Arena characters are divided into different types of
rarities: Common, Rare, Epic, Legendary, Special, and Mythic.
Depending on the type of rarity, its scarcity, price, number of stars,
and abilities the characters will vary.
Common, Rare, Epic, and Legendary rarities are used for each
new NFTs edition.
The NFTs of Special and Mythic rarity are the most unusual and
unique.
Special: These NFTs will be launched to celebrate different times
of the year, such as Halloween, Christmas, summer and more
special events. These will be unique NFTs with only 1 supply and
will be launched at auction, the Fantasy Arena community users
will decide the price by bidding to obtain it.
Mythic: The Mythic NFTs are the icons of the Blockchain world as
we can see, our first Mythic NFT launched with the image of the
owner of one of the biggest crypto companies. These will only
have 2 of supply, 1 will be put up for public sale and 1 will be sent
to the public wallet of said character.

We are pleased to announce that Fantasy Arena, the fast-growing
NFT trading card metaverse, has integrated Chainlink's Verifiable
Random Function (VRF) into the BNB Chain mainnet. By
integrating the industry-leading decentralized Oracle network, we
now have access to a tamper-proof and auditable source of
randomness needed to ensure our NFTs are randomly distributed
among our buyers. Ultimately, this creates a more exciting and
transparent user experience, as users can be sure that each of
them has a fair chance to receive the rarest Fantasy Arena NFTs.
As of Edition 2, except for the special editions, they are distributed
through blindboxes. Each box has a chance to contain Common,
Rare, Epic, Legendary, or Mythic Ultra Rare cards.
Upon purchasing a blind box, the Fantasy Arena smart contract
obtains a verifiable random number from Chainlink VRF which it
assigns to the purchased box. This number helps randomize the
cards in each box to help ensure that no one can manipulate the
randomness to unfairly receive the rarer cards.

Example of Rarities:

11. Seasons
Every month a new season will begin. Game improvements, new
objectives, new rankings and new characters will be implemented
in each new season.
The season system will help a lot to balance the game and the
ecosystem, implementing new measures and solving problems.
The Fantasy Arena team will consider all the messages it receives
from the community to improve the gameplay, repair possible
imperfections, implement extras and much more.

12. Community events
We want the community to play a very important role when it
comes to the game.
A new character will be added each season. There will be a
monthly event where community members will participate in the
creation of the new character.
Every month all the characters created by the community will meet
and there will be a vote where each of the members can give their
vote to the character, they like the most.
The winning character will be added to the marketplace to play in
the following season, thus giving scope to implement their basic
attacks and special abilities.
The winner of each contest will be rewarded with a special edition
of the winning character and a reward in FASY.

13. Marketplace
Fantasy Arena has its own Marketplace. Each player can access
the Marketplace both from the web and from the game itself in the
metaverse by visiting the Marketplace within it.
The Marketplace allows players to buy, sell and auction their NFT
cards.
Starting with the first edition of the NFT collection, these NFTs are
the playable cards.
NFT market innovation: Within the Play to Earn gaming world we
want to innovate in the NFT market also by focusing on NFT art
collectors, making unique editions for each collection. This will
make each NFT not only an asset in the game, but also a work of
art and this asset may increase in value over time as the demand
and popularity of Fantasy Arena increases.

14. Staking
Fantasy Arena has a Staking area that consists of 10 capsules. To
increase the number of capsules you can buy a Capsule Card.
The first edition (Edition 1) initially and until the implementation of
the Staking system will award 5 FAM per star as a reward to the
initial holders. After the implementation of the staking system, the
rewards would be granted in our play to earn token (FASY).
To use the staking system and obtain FAM, you must place the
card in a staking capsule (each player has 10 capsules).
Ocupation:
Edition 1 cards occupy 1 capsule.
Edition 2 cards occupy 2 capsules.
Cards from Edition 3 onwards occupy 5 capsules.
Mythical and Special Editions occupy 1 capsule.
Additionally, users can put their FASY or FAM tokens in the
staking pool to generate passive income.
This way we ensure that both players and investors can generate
income passively.

15. Ecosystem
The Fantasy arena ecosystem will have 2 tokens: FASY and FAM.
Each of them has a different function:
FAM is the native token, consensus and governance token with
which decisions about the future and new implementations in the
game can be made in addition to being a provider of liquidity and
stability to the ecosystem.
FASY is the utility token for in-game rewards and activities. Both
tokens will be related to each other in order to ensure the
economic sustainability of the game.

16. Fantasy Arena Labs
Fantasy Arena Labs is the laboratory for idea development, new
implementations, Blockchain development, technology, metaverse,
as well as all innovation ideas within Fantasy Arena.
Fantasy Arena Labs will be continuously working to offer and
implement the latest technologies and solutions in Blockchain, as
well as the development and improvement of the user experience.
Always ensuring good experience within the metaverse and
economic sustainability.

LABS

FANTASY
ARENA

17. TOKEN METRICS

FAM
PRIVATE SALE
10%
BURN
8%

PLAY TO EARN
5%

FAIR LAUNCH
42.5%

STAKING
5%

Coming soon
LIQUIDITY
27.5%

REWARDS
2%

SUPPLY: 40,000,000
TAX: 13%

FAM

FASY

Coming soon

18. Roadmap
Phase 1

Phase 5

Web launch
Internal Alpha version
Marketplace Opening
NFT Edition 1 launch
Marketplace: Buy, Sell &
Auction NFT

AI PvP integration
Smart Staking Pools
Discord Server Launch
2nd Game Tournament
FAM Token Presale
FAM Token Launch
Listing on Exchanges
Cronos launch test
Staking Capsules Integration

Phase 2
Marketing Campaign
Marketplace 2.0
UAT (User Acceptance Testing)
Preparation of NFT Edition 2

Phase 6
Phase 3
FAM Token Private Sale
First Community Tournament
Fighting Logic Alpha Test
Chainlink Integration
Lands implementation
Metaverse Video Revelation
Blindbox ultra test
dApp revision and test
Web3 deep integration
Website upgrade

Omniverse preparation
Android & iOS Integration
Full P2E
Integration of PvP
Lotto Start
Crypto.com announcement
Multi Chain integration

Phase 7
Phase 4
Metaverse full test
Metaverse web3 open login
Private Blindbox Edition 2 NFT launch
NFT Airdop Winners List
Smart marketing campaign

Developer Team Growth
AR / VR / MR integration
Final version
Community Vote and
Governance
Integration of PvP 3vs3
Fantasy Arena Casino

19. FAQS
· What is Fantasy Arena?
Fantasy Arena is a Play to Earn card battle game with an open
world metaverse full of unique adventures and experiences.
- Fantasy: Imagination without limits, that's why in our game you
will be able to see some of your favorite characters from other
games or comics.
- Arena: Battle. We players have always wondered what a fight
would be like between our favorite heroes and characters from
different games and comics, Fantasy Arena brings you the
opportunity to make these exciting ideas come true.
· What is an NFT?
A non-fungible token (also known by the acronym NFT, from the
English nonfungible token) is a special type of cryptographic
token that represents something unique.
· What is the total supply of FAM?
40,000,000
· What is the total supply of FASY?
Coming soon.
· How can I get an NFT?
You can buy NFTs in our Marketplace, or you can bid on NFTs
auctioned by other players. You also have the possibility to find
NFTs by exploring the metaverse.

· How can I see my NFTs?
On the Fantasy Arena website, go to 'My wallet' and in the 'My
items' section you can see your NFTs.
· I need help.
If you have doubts or difficulties, join our Telegram channel
@FantasyArenaOfficial and ask what you need. Our community
will be happy to help you!
· How does the battle system work?
Each battle will be different from the previous one. They are battles
full of strategy.
You must know and understand each of your cards. Each card has
some statistics and abilities. You must find the cards that suit your
battle system and learn to combine them to be a great rival for your
opponents. It is advisable to have a Tank in your team on the front
line.
· What is Staking Land?
The Staking Land is a parcel where you can do staking with the
NFTs. Each Staking Land has 10 staking capsules. Each NFT
occupies 1 or more capsules depending on the edition that each
one is.
· What is the Fantasy Arena Metaverse Token (FAM)?
The Fantasy Arena Metaverse Token (FAM) is the Fantasy
Government token.
· What is the Fantasy Token (FASY)?
Fantasy Token (FASY) are the utility token for in-game rewards
and activities.

· How can I contribute to Fantasy Arena?
There are many ways to contribute to Fantasy Arena. Some of the
most popular ways are:
- Creating content on social networks.
- Creating Fantasy Arena fan art.
- Streaming battles.
- Tell your friends about Fantasy Arena.
- Creating a Youtube channel of Fantasy Arena.
- Creating tools that help the community to play more efficiently
and with different strategies.
· What are the Lands of Fantasy Arena?
The Lands are some parcels within our metaverse, limited and for
sale. The owner of a Land will be able to create and design inside
as they wish. Only the owners of a Land will be able to give
scholarships to other users. The owner of a Land will be able to
use it as a respawn, checkpoint, and teleportation site to other
places in the metaverse. It will also be used as a storage point for
collected objects. It can be an organization point for parties and
events. It is also a regeneration point for health and energy points.

